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A guide to maximizing
Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365, formerly known as Office 365, has become
the most popular choice for the foundation of a modern
digital workplace, but many businesses still find themselves
unable to unlock the full potential of Microsoft 365.
This has, in recent years, pushed more and more
modern enterprises to intranet solutions that
enhance the employee experience and underpin
digital transformation strategies. By bringing
siloed systems and enterprise technology
under one roof, the Microsoft stack finds a
home in Unily, where you can connect people
to the tools and content they need most.
There are two prevailing reasons for Microsoft’s
popularity as a digital workplace solution:
Existing Microsoft 365 customers see the
financial benefits of utilizing more of the
Microsoft stack over introducing new systems,
and on-premises SharePoint customers
and non-Microsoft customers alike see
the advantages of leveraging the Microsoft
stack via a subscription-based model.
Despite these advantages, many enterprises
still struggle to make the most of the Microsoft
stack. What is missing is a feature-rich employee
experience platform to tie these systems together
and underpin a futureproof digital strategy.

We’ve supported enterprises’ digital
transformations for over 10 years and Microsoft
365 has become one of the key platforms we
work with. As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we
saw the potential of the cloud model to deliver
a digital workplace that connects even the
most isolated users. With Microsoft’s range of
products continuing to evolve, an often-cited
challenge is how to implement Microsoft’s
collaboration technology in a way that maximizes
the benefits for end-users. This is where an
employee experience platform holds the key
to unlocking the true value of Microsoft 365.
To help you better understand a Microsoft
365 digital workplace, we provide overviews
of Microsoft’s cloud offering and their core
enterprise services. We then explore how the
Unily platform unites Microsoft 365 under a single
pane of glass experience, offering examples of
how to integrate Microsoft tools within Unily. This
guide then demonstrates key areas where Unily
solves challenges associated with Microsoft
365 and SharePoint. Finally, we conclude with
advice for enhancing Microsoft’s offering with
Unily, providing key steps businesses can take to
unleash the true potential of the Microsoft stack.

Who is Unily?
Unily is a cloud-based digital workplace specialist that provides the world’s biggest
brands with enterprise technology that maximizes employee engagement, collaboration,
and productivity. Working closely with global clients, such as Shell, McDonalds, and
L’Oreal, Unily’s employee experience platform powers better work for everyone.
Working in tandem with Microsoft 365 and SharePoint, Unily connects and unites
enterprises, employees, tools, and the knowledge people need into one seamless
digital experience. As Microsoft Gold Partners, Unily’s employee experience platform
utilizes Microsoft’s cutting edge technology to provide a flexible out-of-the-box
solution that can be rapidly deployed and adapted to meet any enterprise need.
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About this guide
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This guide is intended for enterprises considering
or currently using Microsoft 365 as their digital
workplace platform. Suitable for both business
sponsors and technical teams, this guide will
help you to not only understand Unily and
Microsoft 365’s functionality, but also how
the products can work in tandem to deliver a
unified, seamless solution for end users.
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365 and other investments. By
complementing all Microsoft 365
workloads and provisioning our
technology on top of Microsoft’s
Azure platform, we help our clients
access innovative best-of-breed
solutions, enhancing technology
consumption and digital experiences.
As we move into a period of the
“new normal” it has never been
more important to demystify your
technology landscape and aid
employees’ digital dexterity. Unily
complements Microsoft’s value
proposition and is well placed to be
your ultimate tool when it comes to
continuous change and adoption
programs, ensuring your digital
workplace strategy is a true success.

Lauren Parker
Head of Global Alliances
& Microsoft Expert, Unily
Having previously worked for Microsoft and
several other digital workplace specialists
over the last ten years, Lauren Parker is
Unily’s foremost authority on all things
Microsoft. With her experience and expertise,
Lauren is well equipped to position Unily
alongside Microsoft and ensure our platform
evolves in line with Microsoft’s offering.
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AN OVERVIEW OF MICROSOFT’S CLOUD OFFERING

An overview of Microsoft’s cloud offering
The cloud is elevating business tools and applications like never
before, helping countless enterprises the world over transform the
way they operate. Its arrival has democratized access to a shared
pool of configurable resources that can be rapidly provisioned
with minimal disruption. Organizations transitioning to the
Microsoft cloud enjoy greater opportunities for enterprisewide collaboration, but are now beginning to encounter
new limitations associated with Microsoft’s cloud
service that inhibit the digital experience.

A distinct advantage of Microsoft’s
cloud-based approach to digital
workplace technology is its evergreen
product roadmap, which ensures
their offering always adapts and
evolves to meet customer demand
and get the most out of new
innovations in technology. This
continuous development comes
at no added cost to the end user,
avoiding the escalating prices of the
traditional software license model.
For the purpose of this guide, we’re
specifically analyzing Microsoft’s
Cloud offerings, namely SharePoint
Online and Microsoft 365, which
have seen unprecedented growth in
recent years. After adopting a cloudfirst strategy, Microsoft reported
31% annual growth in Microsoft
365 revenue in 2019. This growth is
expected to continue as Microsoft
further establish their products as
the go-to enterprise software in
the market. As a key player in the
digital workplace sphere, it benefits
any business considering digital
transformation to understand the
makeup of Microsoft’s cloud offering.
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Key benefits of cloud computing
Cloud computing offers clear benefits that in large
part explain their widespread adoption:

#1
No up-front
investment
in technology

#5
Service billing in
a pay-as-you-go
model

#2
Elasticity and
infinite scalability

#4

#3

Flexible,
cost-efficient
APIs

Efficient
self-service
model

UNILY.COM

In the world of cloud
computing there are
generally three distinct
approaches. Here is
how Microsoft’s product
stack aligns with them:

SaaS

IaaS
PaaS

Software
-as-a-Service

Platform
-as-a-Service

Infrastructure
-as-a-Service

Microsoft 365 is Softwareas-a-Service, providing
online access to the Office
Suite; SharePoint, Exchange,
Teams, and more. Hosted
on Microsoft’s cloud
infrastructure, the SaaS model
enables accessibility from
any device and can be quickly
provisioned to individuals,
teams, or entire workforces.

The majority of Microsoft
Azure’s offerings fall under
the PaaS category. This
model offers customers the
building blocks to architect,
implement, and support
custom applications, whether
bespoke or Out-of-the-Box.
Over the years Azure has
been developed to provide
new services that allow
customers to build scalable
cloud applications and APIs.

In addition to PaaS offerings,
one of the most consumed
aspects of the Azure stack
is its IaaS. This is primarily
comprised of Azure Virtual
Machines and supporting
infrastructure (i.e. storage
and networking), allowing
customers to provision
Windows Server or Linux
machines in the cloud from
pre-defined or custom-built
images. This capability allows
you to build enterprise-scale
environments fully hosted on
the cloud or utilize networking
infrastructure to extend
on-premises data center
capabilities into the cloud.

Microsoft maintains the
service themselves, managing
the infrastructure, network,
operating systems, security,
performance, and line of
business applications. All
that users need is a network
connection to access the full
range of Microsoft 365 tools.

Some aspects of SharePoint
Online, depending on how
it is leveraged, can also be
considered a PaaS offering,
especially as for the future
Microsoft see SharePoint
as the foundation for Teams
and governance. Enterprises
can choose the flexibility of a
PaaS service by developing
custom applications on top of
SharePoint, but this typically
comes at a significant cost
to time and resources.
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MICROSOFT 365 AS AN INTRANET

Microsoft 365 as an intranet
Microsoft 365 provides employees with familiar tools
that enable global collaboration and communication
as well as enhanced access to business intelligence.
For the most part, it is these core products that make
Microsoft 365 a popular foundation of enterprise digital
workplaces. As a foundation, however, the Microsoft stack
represents just the essentials – bringing with it its own
challenges and limitations, which we explore below.
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Microsoft 365
core functions

Microsoft 365 users can
access the following apps

Email

Outlook

Delve / Office Graph

Shared calendar

Exchange Online

Word

File storage/sharing

Skype for Business

Excel

Team collaboration

SharePoint Online

PowerPoint

Mobile access

Yammer

OneNote

Instant messaging

OneDrive for Business

Access

Online meetings

Microsoft Teams

SharePoint Online
•B
 est-in-class collaboration tools for your employees
•S
 hared hubs that keep your teams connected
•L
 acks the extensive customization options of other intranet platforms
SharePoint Online is an all-important
tool for a cloud-hosted intranet
solution, helping organizations share
and collaborate with colleagues,
partners, and customers on any
device. With SharePoint Online, users
access their internal sites and private
documents from anywhere, securely,
whether in the office or on the move.
A major benefit of SharePoint Online
is that it delivers the powerful features
of its predecessor, SharePoint Server,
without the associated overhead of
managing the infrastructure yourself.
Flexible management options ensure
customers retain the control needed
to meet the compliance requirements
of their organization. This comes at a
cost, though, as many customization
options have been lost during the
transition to SharePoint Online.
Team Sites
SharePoint Team Sites allow you to
create dedicated sites for different
user groups within SharePoint and
Microsoft 365. Documents, videos,
images, site activities, Yammer
feeds and more can be added, with
the ability to feature ‘highlighted
content’, such as a news roll up
which is automatically populated

with recent content from your
SharePoint intranet. The homepage of
a SharePoint Online Team Site gives
visibility to site activity and important
documents, and offers channels for
users to communicate, share ideas,
and connect with other members.
In 2016, Team Sites experienced
a design and user experience
overhaul. This new design brought
improvements to Team Site
integration with other elements of the
Microsoft stack, such as Microsoft
Groups, with a new Team Site page
automatically created whenever a
Microsoft 365 Group is created.
Mobile app
SharePoint Online also comes with
mobile apps for iOS and Android
which allow users to stay connected
to important content, sites, portals,
and people from across your intranet
all while on the move. The SharePoint
mobile app works with SharePoint
Online in Microsoft 365, but is also
available for SharePoint Server
(2013, 2016 & 2019), whether onpremises or in a hybrid environment.

From our experience
creating intranet
solutions for Microsoft
365 users, the challenge
our clients often struggle
with is understanding
how best to bring
these applications
together and make them
accessible to end users.
Having more choice
sounds great on the
surface, but often makes
it far more difficult for
users to understand
which tool they should
use and when.
This is where we first
encounter the pitfalls
and limitations of
a digital workplace
built upon Microsoft
365 alone, and where
the value of the Unily
solution in bringing
enterprise tools together
comes into play.
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OVERCOMING THE CHALLENGES OF THE MICROSOFT STACK

Overcoming the challenges
of the Microsoft stack
The power and potential of Microsoft tools
for driving enterprise-wide communication,
collaboration, and innovation is clear, but
implementation is another matter.

Regardless of the technology you use,
the true value of your investment lies in
your digital strategy and how effectively
you bring these tools together to form
a cohesive digital workplace.
It is essential to provide a common gateway
to the Microsoft 365 stack to guide its use.
Microsoft 365 finds a home in Unily, where
you can connect your people to the tools and
content they need the most. A centralized
digital hub which integrates tools, resources,
and information, bringing everything together
into a single pane of glass experience, is key
to driving widespread adoption and deriving

It is essential to provide a common
gateway to the Microsoft 365 stack
to guide its use. Microsoft 365 finds
a home in Unily, where you can
connect your people to the tools and
content they need the most.
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maximum value from this technology. This is
where the seamless nature of digital employee
experiences comes into play, working to
immerse users in a holistic platform rather
than linking off to external applications with
separate, disjointed user experiences.
In this section we outline practical examples
of how you can further integrate Microsoft 365
with Unily to help generate the most value from
your investment and better empower employees
to do their best work. These examples should
provide inspiration and clarity on how the
multitude of Microsoft 365 tools can be
brought into one singular digital experience.

UNILY.COM

Key Microsoft challenges
Systems are separated and siloed
A one-stop-shop digital hub is
high on enterprises’ wish lists and
is something that would require
substantial investments using
native Microsoft capabilities.
Unily’s comprehensive employee
experience platform ties these
systems together through a
single pane of glass experience.
Lacks a unified user experience
Experiences across the Office
365 estate are varied and often
not contextual. By adding Unily’s
award-winning UX design, you’re
framing this capability in your
business’s context, providing
unparalleled consistency in look and
feel, and a home for all your users.
Stunted evolution
Every company wants to tailor
their solution to their own needs.
Unily provides a framework that
makes it easier to create these

organization-specific elements
without starting from scratch.
Unlike native Microsoft capabilities,
your Unily configurations will be
maintained version to version
as part of the Unily roadmap.
Lack of a unified
communications platform
While the Microsoft suite offers
plenty of channels for two-way
communication, a unified hub makes
all communications engaging.
Centralized channels simplify
content management and bring all
your communications together into
one platform where users can find
the content they need effortlessly.
Customers are reliant
on Microsoft support
Microsoft 365 and SharePoint
are just one of many Microsoft
products, so support focuses
entirely on the product stack and its
capabilities. Unily’s support extends

beyond the product to help you
form a digital workplace strategy
that reflects your requirements
and ensures on-going success.
Restricted configurability
Unlike many cloud-based intranets,
out-of-the-box intranets that
operate with a single tenanted
architecture mean configuration and
customization are unrestricted. This
gives you the freedom to tailor your
intranet to meet your enterprise’s
unique needs and identity.
Collaboration and productivity
over engagement
Microsoft’s stack is best-in-class
for enhancing productivity and
collaboration. With the help of Unily’s
employee experience platform,
you can also close the gap in
engagement functionality and rich
communications experiences.
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BRINGING THE MICROSOFT STACK TOGETHER WITH AN INTRANET

Bringing the Microsoft stack
together with an intranet
A common challenge faced with SharePoint and Microsoft
365 when used within an intranet platform is identifying how
to bring the various tools together in a way that provides
ongoing value for different user groups. Giving users access
to the Microsoft stack is not enough, as you must guide their
use to make it easy for employees to get the most out of these
business tools. With a single pane of glass experience, each
individual Microsoft tool is brought together under a central hub,
building a digital workplace greater than the sum of its parts.
It is most valuable, then, to categorize
the different use cases for these tools
and identify opportunities
to encourage collaboration, push
adoption, and guide the use of the
Microsoft stack on your platform.

ERP/HR Applications
e.g. SAP

Your intranet

1:1

Analyzing conversation
types that occur across
the digital workplace
With Unily as a powerful digital hub
and gateway to all Microsoft 365
tools, users can seamlessly access
integrated tools from the Microsoft
stack. Unily’s integration framework
gives you greater control over guiding
the use of these tools, allowing you
to define exactly which elements of
Microsoft 365 to use and when, rather
than simply providing access to the
entire suite and expecting users to
understand their various use cases.
The following diagram demonstrates
when each of the Microsoft 365
tools should be leveraged to support
various processes and conversation
types across your enterprise.
With these relationships defined,
it becomes clear how each tool
supports an array of different use
cases for successfully bringing the
Microsoft stack into the intranet.
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3rd Party Applications
e.g. CRM

Skype
OneDrive

Email
Teams
Yammer (CEO)
SharePoint
Team News
Skype Broadcast

SharePoint
Teams Site
Office 365 Groups
Yammer Groups

M:M

1:M
Office Graph/Delve

SharePoint on-premises
e.g. SharePoint
2010 or 2013

External Document
Management System
e.g. Dropbox

1:1 Communication (1:1)
A one on one conversation taking place between two people
1:Many Communication (1:M)
Communication from one individual to a group
Many:Many Communication (M:M)
A collaborative conversation among groups with no single owner
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Teams

1:1

1:M

Outlook

1:1

1:M

•B
 ring the conversation to your
intranet with Teams integrations

•M
 ake collaboration easier than ever
with Outlook calendar widgets

• Never miss a beat – get oversight on
all your Teams channels within Unily

• Host unmissable events by letting users
add to their calendar from your intranet

• Visualize your workload and
prioritize your Teams tasks
Microsoft Teams is designed for groups of up
to several thousands people to communicate
together. For example, a global Sales team
working across time zones on a new proposal
require a central location to share knowledge
and files and speak in real-time. Here, you
could extend Teams conversations to the Unily
environment, embedding integrated widgets
on a dedicated Sales workspace so colleagues
can access group channels at all times.
Unily and Teams integrations give a clean,
streamlined view of your Microsoft Teams
channels - navigate through mentions,
attachments, and conversations, or view
channel members with just one click, all
within your Unily environment. Teams
integrations can also be used to help people
cut through clutter and highlight priority
tasks from Microsoft Teams to display
on your Unily intranet. Calendar widgets,
which link with Teams tasks, create visual
displays that put workloads into context,
enabling users to view upcoming tasks
within Unily and prioritize accordingly.

Despite advances in enterprise
communication tools in recent years,
email remains a multi-faceted tool, suitable
for 1:1 and 1:Many communications, that
provide an intimacy and formality that
other channels cannot replicate. Integration
with Unily makes file management
even easier, including your emails.
Integrations with users’ Outlook calendars
can display an individual’s availability on their
profile page, so colleagues are able to book
in events and meetings that suit everyone.
New initiatives and company-wide events
advertised on your intranet can include
integrations that allow users to add events
to their personal Outlook calendars with just
one click. These company-wide events can
also be displayed on the homepage in its
own widget, where users can cross-reference
dates and times with their own availability.
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Yammer

1:M

M:M

SharePoint

1:M

•Y
 ammer integrations give everyone
a voice on your intranet

•U
 nite your digital workplace with
SharePoint integrations

•C
 reate dedicated Yammer channels
for exclusive comms, like senior
leadership updates

• Integrate SharePoint sites to make sure
teams have a workspace that suits them

•S
 tart the conversation by posting
communications to your Yammer feed
Yammer All Company Messaging – When
integrated with Unily social, Yammer’s open
format makes an excellent platform for 1:Many
communications. You can use Yammer, for
example, as the primary channel for publishing
content from senior leadership. Leaders
can use Yammer feed widgets embedded
across your Unily intranet to support the
latest all-company meeting, posting through
Yammer at the close of the session to inspire
further conversation and interaction with
commenting, sharing, and liking capabilities.
Yammer Groups also offer a channel for
Many:Many conversations, with the ability to
create private or public groups. For example,
marketing teams looking to consolidate
conversations around branding guidelines can
take the conversation away from email and into
a Yammer group, available to all members from
your intranet’s marketing workspace. External
users can be added to the conversation to
easily gather feedback and ideas from across
the organization.

M:M

• Make Team News a part of your
communications strategy
SharePoint offers impressive capabilities as
a tool for Many:Many communication with
SharePoint Publishing and Traditional Team
Sites, while its Team News functionality
and mobile app provide valuable use
cases for 1:Many conversations.
For example, an HR team could use a SharePoint
Team Site to manage the production of new
policy documents. Different members of the
team can be alerted of a new task in SharePoint,
requesting them to review and approve a
number of new policy documents. The team
can use the SharePoint Site to get a wider view
of the project, view tasks assigned to the rest
of the team, view supporting files and work
collaboratively on the new policy document.

SharePoint Team News provides a suitable
platform for 1:Many communication, providing
lightweight content publishing to departments
or divisions within an organization. For example,
an Operations team could use SharePoint Team
news to share daily updates on activity occurs
specifically within their team. Team members
are empowered to publish news without support,
with all articles accessible and designed to
work on any device. As personalization
and branding is not a possibility, it is
important to consider how these
Team News Sites would fit into your
overall internal communications
Previously our people were sending
strategy, and how this gap in
hundreds of e-mails to collaborate on
functionality can be closed with
documents. Now, with Unily Social,
support from the Unily platform’s
highly customizable sites.
Microsoft Teams and the document

center, we have seen a change in
behavior that has happened naturally.
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Mikael Genet,
Digital Workplace Manager,
The Adecco Group, France
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OneDrive for Business

1:1

•C
 ollaborate and share with ease by integrating
OneDrive with your digital workplace
•P
 ut the spotlight on relevant documents
with intelligent Delve integrations
•T
 ransform your intranet DMS into
a secure collaboration hub
In comparison to a SharePoint Site, where
documents are viewable by multiple users
with the appropriate permissions, OneDrive
for Business offers personal file storage.
OneDrive for Business best supports the
1:1 scenario for collaborating with specific
individuals. Colleagues can be granted
access on an ad-hoc basis to view and
comment, ensuring total privacy.
Bring together the various Microsoft 365
document tools from OneDrive for Business,
Delve, and SharePoint by surfacing all document
types in a centralized directory. Find anything
across your entire digital workplace with Unily’s
unified enterprise search while upholding strict
file security. Through integrations with Microsoft
365 web applications, documents can be located,
viewed, and collaborated on with one click.
You can also allow users to upload files directly
from your central DMS, choosing the SharePoint
Site, OneDrive folder, or other location where files
can be stored, shared, and accessed. You can
then help users discover these new documents
and resources with Delve integrations within
your DMS. Searches can be filtered by a
Delve tab, surfacing the most relevant and
popular items within users’ networks.
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Use cases for Unily & Microsoft 365

Intranet homepage
The homepage is the entry-point for all
users, where digital experiences begin
and visibility is at its highest. This makes
the homepage a prime opportunity for
spotlightingkey resources and providing
immediate access for tools.
1

14

	Make collaboration sites easily
accessible with direct SharePoint
Team Site integrations from a
centralized location on your intranet.
Team Sites can be organized via
the Workspaces dropdown in the
navigation pane, enabling users to
personalize their experiences by pinning
their most used sites and tools as
favorites for more efficient access.

2

	Highlight engaging rich media by
embedding native video across your
intranet and displaying it on the
homepage via dynamically targeted
feeds or roll ups. This brings relevant
content to the forefront, rather than
requiring users to search for content.

3

Keep employees up to date by
integrating users’ Outlook Calendar
with your intranet’s events feed. This
helps employees stay aware of events
occurring across the organization
while keeping it personal to them, and
boosts adoption and efficiency by
keeping user calendars a click away.

4

access to end-users’ fingertips
	 Bring

by surfacing documents across the
intranet, such as Trending Documents
on the homepage. This surfaces the
most viewed documents from across
OneDrive and SharePoint that users
have permissions to see, drastically
boosting efficiency of access.

5

your most engaged
	 Highlight

employees and inspire further
usage of your intranet through a
Top Contributors widget, populated
based on most interactions and
participation on Unily social
feeds or Yammer integrations.
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Communications
A powerful communications platform increases both the reach and
engagement of communications. By integrating with Microsoft 365,
internal communications can take advantage of your intranet’s ability
to deliver targeted experiences to make sure your communications
cut through the noise.
1

2

	Encourage users to
participate and engage with
communications by bringing
dynamic conversation to
content with Unily social and
Yammer integrations. This
integration can be used to
support commenting, liking,
and sharing functionality
automatically synced back
to an All Company feed or
designated Yammer Group.
engaging
	 Deliver

personalized experiences
and drive relevancy with
content targeting that utilizes
SharePoint metadata to tag
content. This lets people tailor
the content they see to their
preferences and simplifies
governance, keeping content
structured and easily findable.

3

Creating and publishing a
variety of engaging content
types is made easy by the
Unily CMS’ front-end content
creation. With no developer
experience required, content
creators can build and target
professional communications
easily, empowered by a
familiar and intuitive interface.

4

	 Embed native video across
your intranet to drive the
most engagement from your
content and communications.
These videos can be
seamlessly shared and
reacted or commented on
via Unily social to spark
more conversations
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People directory & profiles
Harnessing SharePoint and Azure
Active Directory’s capacity for
rich user metadata can make
collaboration and innovation a
core part of your platform. People
directories, utilizing Unily’s unified
enterprise search, make it easy to
find the right people for the job.
1

16

	Give employees a face on
your platform with rich user
profiles. These profiles can
be synced with SharePoint
and ADD user data to make
colleagues and contact
information readily available.

2

findability by
	 Improve

utilizing SharePoint metadata
to tag user profiles with Skills,
Experience, Locations, and
Departments. Users can then
search for these categories
within your people directory,
helping people find colleagues
to collaborate with.

3

Help your users discover
new people in their network
with Office Graph integration
within the People Directory,
prioritizing contacts which are
most relevant to their team.

4

for instant connectivity
	 Allow

across global workforces
with Zoom, Slack, Teams,
and Skype for Business
integrations on Unily profiles.
Users can find colleagues with
specific skills or experience
and directly connect with
them with just one click.
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Enterprise social
networking
Ensure your intranet is alive with
interaction by utilizing Unily
social features, integrated with
Microsoft’s social offerings to bring
intuitive features to enterprise-wide
conversations.
1

	Establish social channels for
various teams, groups, and
interests with Yammer Feeds and
Groups integrations accessible
directly from your Unily intranet.
This dramatically improves
uptake of social channels as live
feeds can be viewed from various
pages across your intranet.

2

	 Integrate social notifications
into your platform, alerting
users to new conversations, new
replies, and new interactions
with posts. This ensures
that everyone is kept in the
loop and that conversations
won’t needlessly burn out.

3

Cement social networking at
the heart of your platform with
social widgets embedded across
the intranet. Live all company
social feeds and social group
feeds can be embedded on
collaboration sites, like dedicated
department workspaces, to
keep team members updated.
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Streamlined access to apps and
tools saves Shell over $38m per
year in productivity gains

Apps and tools
1

18

	Provide easy access to
the Microsoft suite and
enterprise tools with an
apps and tools dropdown list
available from any page.

2

	 This ease of access drives
adoption and helps users to
understand which tools can
support their work, rather than
accessing all of the Microsoft
365 tools individually.

3

Allow users to pin their
most used applications as
favorites to further streamline
access and drive significant
productivity gains.

UNILY.COM

Collaboration sites
1

2

	Engage your audiences
with powerful, configurable
sites that can be built out in
seconds. Keep it simple with
an off-the-shelf template
or create bespoke sites to
meet specific needs.
user interfaces
	 Consistent

and theming across your
intranet, including on
dedicated department
workspaces and team

collaboration sites, improve
the intuitive feel of your
platform and deliver a single
pane of glass experience.
3

Apply custom branding
and styling to your sites to
ensure they have consistent
navigation, allowing people
to seamlessly move between
SharePoint Sites and the
rest of your intranet without
jarring changes in experience.
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Mobile access
1

20

E ngage users on the move, across
any device, with mobile access
consistent with the desktop experience,
allowing access Microsoft 365
tools via a native mobile app.

2

	 Don’t force users to download
each of the Microsoft 365 mobile
apps individually, which can lead to
differing user experiences across
tools. Allow Unily’s native mobile
app to act as a single pane of glass
experience for mobile users.

3

Target experiences towards
mobile users, to drive relevancy
and engagement with frontline
employees and people on the move.

4

Cut through the noise with Unily’s
push notification functionality to
reach mobile users wherever they
are, ensuring the greatest reach of
updates and communications.

Now that we can log into the platform
for the information we need on any
device, anywhere, we are sharing
insights and collaborating on documents
in real time. It all adds up to a more
effective working eco-system.

Carlos Amesquita, CIO,
The Hershey Company
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54% of HR leaders in
our snap poll indicated
that poor technology and/or
infrastructure for remote
working is the biggest barrier
to effective remote working.

Gartner
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Key Microsoft 365
challenges Unily solves
Using Microsoft 365 as an intranet platform has a host
of benefits; giving your workforce access to leading
enterprise tools, laying the groundwork for collaboration,
and making your workforce more agile.
While Microsoft’s offering does provide the building blocks
for an effective intranet, there are still many areas, as
this guide has discussed, where it can be enhanced.
The Unily platform has been designed and built with
these gaps in mind, as when it comes to the digital
workplace it’s the little things that make a difference;
these gaps can prove costly. Shell saw productivity
gains worth over $38m a year after turning to Unily,
which works alongside the Microsoft stack to
deliver a complete digital workplace solution.

Unily delivers:
Speed

Content Management

Cost

24/7 Support

User experience

Mobility and Access

Adoption

Integration

Change Management
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• T ypical intranet
project 18 months
• Unily intranet – as
soon as 5 weeks

R ECEIP T
Outsourced management

+$$$

Outsourced maintenance

+$$$

No infrastructure
and hosting costs

+$$$

OUT-OF-THE-BOX
No need for
developer knowledge

+$$$

In-house development
and support

+$$$

TOTAL SAVINGS

+++$$$

Speed

Cost

•U
 nily intranets can be deployed
in as little as 6 weeks

•E
 njoy savings in key areas, such
as maintenance, development
cost, hosting, and support, without
sacrificing on customizability

•A
 typical bespoke intranet can take
up to 18 months to launch
Traditionally, intranet development projects
can take years, with 18 months the average
duration for a project to successfully deliver
a bespoke SharePoint intranet. With Unily’s
Out-of-the-Box solution, a comprehensive
intranet platform can be connected to your preexisting Microsoft 365 instance, allowing you
to deploy a complete solution in just weeks.
The same is true of bespoke development,
as with Microsoft clients must wait for the
next product release to incorporate new
features and capabilities into their platform.
With Unily, our customer ideation and Feature
Store drastically reduce the time it takes for
customers to implement new innovations into
their platform. Once a new feature is added
to our catalogue, one-click is all it takes for
clients to incorporate it into their platform.

We can stay at the forefront
of business productivity innovation
from Microsoft because
Unily automatically incorporates
Office 365 updates.

Michael Wetzel, Business Transformation
& Corporate Systems Manager,
The Hershey Company

When comparing Unily against a typical
SharePoint intranet project, there are several
significant cost benefits. The most obvious initial
cost reduction for enterprises is outsourcing
the management and maintenance of the
solution’s infrastructure, as the back end of
the platform is taken care of by our experts.
To deliver a truly valuable intranet solution with
Microsoft 365, customization is essential. You
could pay a comparable price to customize a
Microsoft 365 intranet as you would a legacy
on-premises intranet, such as one built on
SharePoint 2016. With Unily, clients bypass
the infrastructure and hosting considerations
typically associated with an on-premises
solution but keep all the customization
options in terms of branding and theming.
SharePoint customers also face longer
development times and often see resources
spent learning new skills to manage the
platform, especially as Microsoft release new
features and changes to the service. This incurs
further costs as IT departments must either
train employees each time it changes or bring
in new hires with specialist expertise. With
Unily’s turnkey intranet solution, development
cost is drastically diminished as clients can
take advantage of an intuitive, feature-rich
intranet solution straight out of the box, with
24/7 support and development handled by
our team of digital workplace experts.
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User experience

Change Management

•G
 ive users consistent digital
experiences that drive
productivity and engagement

•R
 educes the effort associated
with change programs,
with specialist support

This is possibly one of the most
overlooked issues with Microsoft’s
cloud services. You want the
digital employee experience to be a
seamless one, whereby users navigate
various systems without a tangible
difference in interface. Incongruous
systems can drastically reduce the
quality of experience, thereby harming
engagement and adoption of your
solution. With this focus on coherent
user experience in mind, Unily
connects your Microsoft 365 products
into a united solution that can be
branded and designed to reflect the
unique identity of your enterprise.

Migration is perhaps the biggest
initial challenge for businesses today
looking to adopt a platform based
on Microsoft 365. The first and
most obvious issue is that at the
enterprise level, switching thousands
of employees over from one set of
systems to another is an arduous
process. It takes time, training, and
supreme organization. Old systems
need to be transitioned to the new
platform and there will be new
systems to replace them, but one
inconsistency can bring the entire
platform crashing down. A partner
like Unily alleviates these difficulties
by helping you to devise, design, and
execute a migration plan that suits
your organization’s unique needs,
allowing you to precisely deliver on
your digital transformation strategy.

Adoption
•D
 rive adoption and guide use with
a single pane of glass experience
that shows when and where
Microsoft tools are best used
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Content management

The Unily platform is built from the
ground up to guide and drive use of
the Microsoft stack, giving users every
opportunity to leverage Microsoft’s
suite of tools to power better work.
With seamless integrations and
unfettered access from any page
of the intranet, Unily is designed to
work in tandem with Microsoft 365 to
incorporate a wide range of use cases
and highlight to users moments where
Microsoft tools can be best used.

•M
 ake managing content intuitive
and simple with Unily’s CMS

This holistic approach to incorporating
enterprise technology into a single
pane of glass experience allows Unily
to boost adoption and guide the use
of the Microsoft stack, ensuring that
users know exactly when and how
to get the most out of these tools.

Unily is focused on making content
creation and publishing easy,
including the ability to upload and
manage rich media. This includes
time-saving, one click AI-powered
media processing. Users can make
Unily’s CMS as streamlined or as
complex as they like to fit their
requirements, based on access rights.

Unily’s CMS is rich with features,
including ownership assignment,
front-end content creation, approval
workflows, targeting, and automated
publishing, to deliver the smoothest
editor experience. This frees up your
content managers to focus on what
really matters: producing engaging
content for your audiences.

We chose Unily as
our intranet provider
because we knew
they would be able
to help us create a
unique, easy to use
platform that utilized
Microsoft 365 to
help us manage our
content.

Orville Trout,
Senior VP, Human Resources,
Corporate Affairs and

Unily’s CMS made
things easy for our
content production
team so that
they were able to
concentrate on what
they do best.

Laura Chatel,
Communications Analyst,
Stantec
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24/7 support

Mobility and access

• Unily’s team of digital workplace
experts help guide you through
the digital transformation process,
from your very first step to
platform launch and beyond.

•K
 eep everyone and anyone
connected to your organization
with mobile access

As just one of hundreds of Microsoft
products, Microsoft 365 and
Sharepoint Online customers do
not receive the same around the
clock support that Unily’s enterprise
clients enjoy. Our customers are
backed by world-class support and
customer success teams that work
towards clients’ digital workplace
objectives to ensure they get
maximum value from their enterprise
technology (although, Microsoft do
offer premium support at a cost).
Unily’s global team of developers and
support engineers also work tirelessly
to bring the latest innovations and
new ideas to our evergreen platform,
producing features and services
that solve customers’ business
challenges and turn their digital
transformation goals into a reality.

Frontline solutions
•A
 Unily frontline intranet
comes in at a fraction of the
cost of Microsoft solutions
Advances in cloud-hosted solutions
and mobile technology has allowed
a more diverse array of businesses
to consider the benefits of a next
generation intranet. No longer
reserved for office workers, enterprises
of any shape are now seeing the value
of bringing a unified communications
platform to their workforce.
Employees on the frontlines can stay
better connected than ever before
with access to your digital workplace
at their fingertips, on any device.
When it comes to frontline solutions,
Unily and our native mobile app has
proven a leading choice for connecting
employees to tools, content, and
their wider organization. Unily has
also shown to be a far more costeffective choice than a platform
solely based on Microsoft 365, as
licenses for each frontline user come
in at a fraction of Microsoft’s cost.

One of the single greatest benefits of
a cloud-based intranet solution such
as Unily is the ability to access your
intranet solution from anywhere in the
world. Microsoft continue to invest in
Microsoft 365’s user experience on
mobile to try and ensure that services
like Office Web Apps, SharePoint, and
Yammer look and function intuitively
on mobile devices. Unily helps to
bring these mobile experiences
together under one roof, with
responsive design for all browsers
and native mobile applications
for iOS, Android and Windows.

To engage all
employees on
Microsoft 365. We
needed a solution
that could support
that transition.

Mikael Genet, Digital
Workplace Manager at The
Adecco Group, France

Integration
•O
 ne click integrations with
Unily’s Feature Store
One thing that must always be
considered when adopting any
cloud service is how it integrates
with existing IT systems. Onpremises solutions can be easier to
integrate with existing platforms and
technologies due to the nature of the
technology being onsite and instantly
accessible. With cloud solutions,
you may find more barriers between
your intranet solution in Microsoft
365 and other IT systems. Unily’s
Feature Store brings you an App Store
experience, with pre-built integrations
available with one click, bypassing
the traditional release model.
As Mikael Genet, Digital Workplace
Manager at The Adecco Group,
France explains, they came to
Unily “to engage all employees on
Microsoft 365. We needed a solution
that could support that transition.”
Unily delivered, leading to 150k
searches and 70k click-throughs
to apps and tools on their ADICT
intranet in its first four months.
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5 steps to unleash the true
potential of the Microsoft stack
Having analyzed Microsoft’s cloud offering and
the various ways it can improve the employee
experience, we are able to determine five key factors
which constitute a successful digital strategy.

These takeaways should form the basis of any digital transformation that seeks
to leverage the Microsoft stack to enhance enterprise-wide communication and
collaboration while boosting employee productivity and engagement:

#1

#2

#3

It’s important to first understand
the nature of Microsoft 365’s tools
and determine where each provides
value, as trying to incorporate too
much can have a negative impact
on adoption and engagement.
Design your strategy with a diverse
team from across your enterprise
to gather requirements for the
platform and address how your
objectives can be supported by
integrating Microsoft 365 tools.

Transforming your digital workplace
to deliver a holistic, single pane
of glass experience is the only
way to truly unite your enterprise
and drive the most value from
technology. You must provide
users with a centralized hub to
access the tools and technology
available, with apps and tools lists on
navigation panes and homepages
boosting adoption. Allowing users
to personalize and prioritize the
applications they see helps to
keep digital employee experiences
relevant, while improving efficiency.

Disparate systems and siloed tools
must be unified within a central hub
to democratize access and deliver
seamless user experiences across the
digital workplace. Improve the flow of
movement between applications by
implementing consistent navigation
and theming across all systems.
Ensure the branding of your platform
is extended to SharePoint sites
and integrations with Microsoft
365 tools to maintain consistency
across the digital workplace.

Consider which
microsoft tools provide
the most value
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Give users a
central launch pad

Provide consistent
user experiences
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Ensure the branding of
your platform is extended
to SharePoint sites and
integrations with Microsoft
365 tools to maintain
consistency across the
digital workplace.

#4

#5

To help users consume Microsoft
365 services in ways that add value
– whether in terms of efficiency,
innovation and collaboration,
or employee engagement – it’s
important to integrate wherever
possible. Bring tools together into
a unified solution that drives use of
Microsoft 365 services, boosting
engagement with seamless and
intuitive interfaces. Powerful
integrations underpin productivity
through ease of access and help
users to understand the context of
when and where to use each service.

When building an intranet that works
in tandem with Microsoft 365, it’s
important to remain agile. Work with
your user base to gather feedback
and better understand the challenges
facing the digital experience. With the
Unily platform your digital strategy
can remain agile, as its evergreen
development continues to adapt to
ensure users get the most out of new
technology. As the Microsoft 365
offering evolves with its as-a-service
roadmap, Unily’s platform technology
will deliver new, innovative ways
to bring the greatest value of this
cutting-edge technology to end users.

Integration
fuels adoption

Be agile

Enhance the potential
of Microsoft 365
with Unily
As this guide has shown, to
get the very best from the
Microsoft suite enterprises
must take a holistic
approach to the digital
workplace, seeking to tie
together various systems
and tools wherever possible.
It is only through this
agile yet comprehensive
approach that organizations
can derive the most value
from their investment in
Microsoft’s cloud-based
collaboration tools.
Alongside a holistic digital
strategy and feature-rich
employee experience
platform, Unily has the
power to drive adoption and
guide the use of Microsoft
tools for your users. With
its endless capabilities for
integrations, Unily further
builds Microsoft systems
into your platform to deliver
consistent user experiences
and boost engagement
and productivity. With
all the advantages of an
Out-of-the-Box platform
and the deep configuration
capabilities of an onpremises solution, Unily
enhances the capabilities
of the Microsoft stack for
your enterprise and for your
users, helping you to get
the most value from your
enterprise technology.
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Unily is the employee experience platform at the heart of
your digital workplace that powers better work for everyone.

unily.com
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